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An earthquake early warning system (EEWS) is amonitoring infrastructure that allows alerting
strategic points (targets) before the arrival of strong shakingwaves during an earthquake. In a
region like Central Italy, struck by recent and historical destructive earthquakes, the
assessment of implementation of an EEWS is a significant challenge due to the
proximity of seismic sources to many potential targets, such as historical towns,
industrial plants, and hospitals. In order to understand the feasibility of an EEWS in such
an area, we developed an original method of event declaration simulation (EDS), a tool for
assessing the effectiveness of an EEWS for existing seismic networks, improving them with
new stations, and designing new networks for EEW applications. Values of the time first alert
(TFA), blind zone radius (BZ), and lead time (LT) have been estimatedwith respect to selected
targets for different network configurations in the study region. Starting from virtual sources
homogeneously arranged on regular mesh grids, the alert response was evaluated for actual
and improved seismic networks operating in the area, taking into account the effects of the
transmission and acquisition systems. In the procedure, the arrival times of the Pwave picks,
the association binder, the transmission latencies, and the computation times were used to
simulate the configuration of PRESTo EEWS, simulating both real-time and playback
elaborations of real earthquakes. The NLLOC software was used to estimate P and S
arrival times, with a local velocity model also implemented in the PRESTo EEWS. Our results
show that, although Italy’s main seismic sources are located close to urban areas, the lead
times calculated with the EDS procedure, applied to actual and to improved seismic
networks, encourage the implementation of EEWS in the study area. Considering actual
delays due to data transmission and computation time, lead times of 5–10 s were obtained
simulating real historical events striking some important targets of the region. We conclude
that EEWSs are useful tools that can contribute to protecting people from the harmful effects
of earthquakes in Italy.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the past twenty years, EEWSs have been implemented in different regions of the world and are
considered a useful tool to reduce seismic risk (Satriano et al., 2011b). EEWSs were developed with
different approaches, methodologies, and combining new experiences. At present, many countries
have operational or prototype EEWSs. Allen et al. (2009b) described the status of EEW in the world
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and the principal operating systems at that time. Other examples
include EEWS in Japan (Odaka et al., 2003), Taiwan (Wu and
Teng, 2002; Hsiao et al., 2009), Mexico (Suarez et al., 2009),
Turkey (Erdik et al., 2003; Alcik et al., 2009), and Romania (Böse
et al., 2007). The principal active systems are based on the
software ElarmS (Allen and Kanamori, 2003; Allen et al.,
2009a) and ShakeAlert (Kohler et al., 2020) in California, on
Virtual Seismologist in California and Switzerland (Cua et al.,
2009), in Europe (Clinton et al., 2016), and in particular PRESTo
in Italy (Iannaccone et al., 2010; Satriano et al., 2011a).

Major developments have led to two main types of systems: a
regional alert system and an on-site system (Satriano et al., 2011b;
Zollo et al., 2014). The regional system, based on the use of a
regional network that records seismic events, aims to detect,
locate, and determine the magnitude of an event starting from the
analysis of a few seconds of the first arrivals of the P waves
recorded at the stations (Picozzi, 2012). The on-site system
consists of a single sensor or more sensors near or inside the
target structure to be alerted. In this system the P-wave recordings
to the sensor are used to predict the peak ground motion at the
site (Colombelli et al., 2015). This approach could be considered
useful for sites located within the BZ of a regional EEW system,
allowing for a useful warning before the arrival of strong shaking
waves. Caruso et al. (2017) proposed a P-wave-based EEW
approach called on-site alert level (SAVE). Many studies
combined the two EEW approaches (Zollo et al., 2010;
Colombelli et al., 2012a); these systems combine local
parameters and predicted ground motions at a regional scale
to provide reliable and rapid estimates of the seismic source and
the expected damage zone (Colombelli et al., 2015).

The approaches for regional EEW can be classified as the
“point-source” (simply the source as a concentrated volume) or
“finite fault” (a more sophisticated and realistic characterization
of the source, considering the entire fault area). Most studies have
used the “point-source” demonstrating the reliability of this
approach for the magnitude estimation of small to moderate
events. However, it has been shown that this approach is not
always accurate for strong earthquakes (magnitude> 6.5–7), due
to the saturation of the P-wave parameters. Several authors (for
example, Colombelli et al., 2012b) estimated the magnitude over
time windows longer than the recorded P-wave and/or the S-wave
signal to obtain more accurate final values. These magnitude
calculations are reliable at the cost of requiring more data and
time (Velazquez et al., 2020). In our study, the selected
earthquakes have a moderate magnitude (≤ 6.5) and were
considered as point sources.

Potentially, an EEWS can produce and transmit alert
messages to different end-users to allow them to adopt
several types of safety measures in a few seconds. The main
benefits of an EEWS include public warning, first responder
mobilization, and safety of health care and utility
infrastructures, transit systems, and workplaces (Allen and
Melgar, 2019). Whereas in most cases evacuation of buildings
is unrealistic, due to the short time available to act; a portion of
the affected population can receive the alert and take safety
measures in certain types of structures and infrastructures
(Iervolino et al., 2008).

Receiving an alert message increases personal situational
awareness and yields a more rapid response, especially in well-
trained people who can take precautionary and protective actions
like “Drop-Cover-Hold on”, suspending delicate medical
procedures, or slowing down a train ride. In shaking areas, a
time of 10 s allows people to protect themselves and prepare for
evacuation (Fujinawa and Noda, 2013). A time interval of 5–7 s
could be enough to trigger automatic mitigation actions (Cauzzi
et al., 2016) at power plants, energy sector grids, and utilities
infrastructures to prevent explosions, combustions, loss of water,
flooding, fatal collisions, and elevator interruptions. Social studies
have demonstrated that receiving alert messages even a few
seconds before the shaking occurs help people to prepare and
react in the proper way (Dunn et al., 2016; Becker et al., 2020a).

The elongated shape of the Italian peninsula, combined with
the small damage area for moderate, but often destructing
Apenninic earthquakes (M6-7), determine small distances
between sources and potential EEW targets. For this reason, in
many cases the time to start safety actions may be too short.
Therefore, an evaluation of the feasibility of an EEW
implementation is needed in this area. A first theoretical
evaluation was performed by Olivieri et al. (2008) with RSN
(National Seismic Network, IV, INGV Seismological Data Center,
2006) and by Picozzi et al. (2015) using the RAN seismic network
(Italian strong motion network) managed by the National Civil
Protection (Gorini et al., 2010), whose stations are mostly not
connected in real-time.

Our study area extends for about 200 × 200 km in eastern
central Italy and is characterized by the following two main
seismic zones: 1) a NNW-SSE seismic zone elongated in the
Appennines, where several moderate to strong earthquakes have
occurred in the past and 2) a coastline-offshore seismic zone
(Figure 1a), with less frequent and on average weaker seismicity.
Figure 1b shows the target points chosen in the study compared
to the individual and composite seismogenic sources from the
DISS catalog (DISS Working Group, 2018). An individual
seismogenic source (ISS) is a simplified, three-dimensional
representation of a rectangular fault plane, whereas a
composite seismogenic source (CSS) is a simplified, three-
dimensional representation of a crustal fault containing an
unspecified number of seismogenic sources that cannot be
singled out. The area analyzed in our study is affected by
different fault systems. We select as targets the cities with at
least 40,000 inhabitants or with a significant cultural value. The
selected cities are Ancona, Pesaro, Macerata, Ascoli Piceno,
Fermo, Fabriano, Urbino, San Benedetto del Tronto,
Civitanova Marche, Senigallia, Jesi, Perugia, Foligno, and Terni
(Table 1).

In the study area, an EEWS based on PRESTo software has
been operating since 2015. The system was based on permanent
seismic networks managed by the INGV (National Institute of
Geophysics and Vulcanology) composed by different sensors:
velocimeters (short period and broad-band), high performance
accelerometers, and MEMS. The seismic network in this area
includes the RSN, a more dense local network (namely, the Alto
Tiberina Near Fault Observatory—Taboo (Chiaraluce et al.,
2014)), and some seismic stations installed for regional
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monitoring (Cattaneo et al., 2017). A first evaluation of the
performance of the EEWS was made analyzing the seismic
sequence of 2016–2017 (Festa et al., 2018). The system has
been continuously operating over the years, without changing
configuration, with some temporary interruptions.

In this work, the feasibility of a regional EEWS was evaluated
by developing a procedure of event declaration simulation (EDS)
for estimating the time useful to activate safety actions. The EDS
procedure can be used for different applications: 1) to assess the
feasibility of an EEWS in a specific area with an operating seismic
network; 2) to plan the integration of new stations into an existing
network; 3) to design a new network for an EEWS; and finally, 4)
to assess the feasibility of an EEWS varying network density and
trigger parameters. Regarding 3) and 4), the EDS can create

virtual networks for the areas of interest and allow to plan
investments and installations in advance.

The study was mainly based on the calculation of the time first
alert (TFA)—the instant in which the event is declared starting
from the coincidence of P phases at the stations, the blind zone
radius (BZ)—the area in which no safety action can be carried
out, and the lead time (LT)—the useful time to initiate safety
actions on the targets. In the paper, we first propose a description
of the method, of the parameters setting to obtain realistic
simulations, and of the EDS validation with PRESTo EEWS.
Then, an EDS application in eastern central Italy is showed,
discussing the results of the TFA, BZ, and LTmapping in terms of
feasibility and limits of the EEW implementation.

2 EVENT DECLARATION SIMULATION
METHOD

The developed EDS is composed by a chain of subroutines
including NonLinLoc modules (nonlinear location, or NLLoc;
Lomax et al., 2009) in the preparatory phase and homemade
python scripts in the core of the simulation that emulates some
parameters similar to the PRESTo software. The NLLOC package
is a well-known and widely used nonlinear inversion code,
consisting of a set of programs and where it is possible to
integrate an existing velocity model, travel-time calculation
and probabilistic solution, for visualization of 3D volume data
and location results (http://alomax.free.fr/nlloc/).

The procedure of event declaration simulation needs the
following inputs: arrival times of the P phases to the seismic
stations, arrival time of the S phases to the targets, a binding
configuration and latencies of the real-time data transmission

FIGURE 1 | Seismicity, seismic network, different fault zones, and selected targets of the study area. a) PSN20: Permanent Seismic Network in the year 2020. Blue
triangles: velocimetric sensors. Purple triangles: FBA high performance accelerometer sensors. Pink triangles: MEMS accelerometer. Black squares: 1219–2019 EQ,
moderate to strong earthquakes (M ≥ 5.5) extracted from CPTI15 database (Rovida et al., 2021). Grey circles: earthquakes recorded by the seismic network from 2010
to 2020 in the magnitude range 2.5 ≤ M ≤ 5.4. b) Pentagon: Targets. ISS: individual seismogenic source. CSS: composite seismogenic source (see text for
explanation, DISS Working Group (2018)).

TABLE 1 | Target: city code. Place: extended name of cities.

Target Place

MU_AP Ascoli Piceno
MU_TR Terni
MU_FX Foligno
MU_SB San Benedetto del Tronto
MU_FM Fermo
MU_MC Macerata
MU_FB Fabriano
MU_CM Civitanova Marche
MU_PG Perugia
MU_JE Jesi
INGV_AN Ancona INGV headquarters
MU_AN Ancona
MU_SN Senigallia
MU_UB Urbino
MU_PS Pesaro
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vectors (Figure 2). To obtain the arrival time of P and S phases, a
velocity model, a seismic network, a seismic source, and target
locations are required.

Figure 2 shows the most important steps of the simulation
procedure, exemplifying the main blocks of the procedure from
the inputs to the three outputs: TFA, BZ, and LT.

Starting from a velocity model and using the NLLoc Vel2Grid
module, it is possible to create a defined grid of velocities,
covering the volume of the study area. Then, the NLLoc
Grid2Time module calculates the travel times from node
points of the 3D velocity grid to the location of the seismic
stations. The so obtained travel times are the same in use in the
PRESTo system to locate the real seismic events.

The procedure estimates the arrival times of the P phases to
the seismic stations and arrival times of the S phases to the targets,
taking advantage of the NLLoc Time2EQ module, given the
locations of seismic stations, seismic source and targets.

In the core of the simulation, the expected TFA, BZ, and LT
are calculated starting from P and S arrival times, binder
configuration (coincidences), and data latencies (Figure 2).

The simulated parameters conceptually emulate some
parameters of the PRESTo software.

“PICK time” is defined as the time of the P phase trigger at
each seismic station, the sum of the estimated P phase arrival,
the accumulation of 1 s of P waveform for the phase picker and
the latency of the data packet. “LINK time” signs the moment
when a certain number of PICKs are included in a relative
small space and time interval and the binder declares an
association. The simulation considers a “computation time”
useful to locate the supposed event and the accumulation of 2 s
of P waveform to compute the magnitude. The “computation
time” and the time to compute the magnitude are inferred
from real-time application of the PRESTo system implemented
in the study area, collecting the log outputs relative to RTLOC

and RTMAG modules (Zollo et al., 2010; Satriano et al.,
2011b).

The integration of simulated parameters allows to calculate the
“QUAKE time” (TFA) as the needed time to declare the event,
summed to the “LINK time”. The BZ is estimated multiplying the
TFA times the average of the S velocity in the travelled volume.
Finally, the useful time (LT) to initiate actions to secure the
targets is obtained from the difference between the arrival time of
S phase at the targets and the TFA.

3 EVENT DECLARATION SIMULATION
CONFIGURATION

The aim of this work is to assess the feasibility of an EEWS in
eastern central Italy where a dense seismic network operates, and
the main characteristics of the seismicity are well-known
(Figure 1a, b). The study area is inhabited by about 2.5
million people, distributed in some main cities with
population ranging from tens of thousands up to one hundred
thousand inhabitants, and in several small historical villages
where few hundred people live. Moreover, in most of the
target towns and villages, both along the coasts and in the
inner Umbria and Marche regions, residents increase
dramatically during the summer and other vacation periods.

One of the starting points of the analysis is the velocity model
of the volume crossed by seismic waves. A grid of 300 km ×
300 km, 67 km thick, starting from 3 km above sea level was
created, that could include all the seismicity of the region. A step
of 1 km divides nodes of the grid and the central origin
geographic point is 43.25 N – 13.00 E. To make the
simulation more reliable, we chose a modified version of a
1D velocity model calculated for the region from an
instrumental earthquakes catalog (De Luca et al., 2009),

FIGURE 2 | Flow chart of the EDSmethod. Left (blue): P and S travel time calculation with NonLinLoc software modules (Lomax et al., 2009).Middle (green): P and
S arrival time relative at seismic stations and targets respectively. Right (red): input parameters and elements of the EDS core. Bottom: terms of the validation.
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preserving the Vp/Vs ratio equal to 1.85 and inserting a gradient
between velocity layers (Supplementary Table 1).

The configuration of the INGV seismic network has been
evolving over the years. From 2015, when PRESTo software was
installed for real-time monitoring and EEW testing, the number
of stations has been increasing. Moreover, during the seismic
sequence of the year 2016 (Chiaraluce et al., 2017) an emergency
temporary seismic network was installed to densify the
permanent network (Moretti et al., 2016; SISMIKO, 2020).
Therefore, we set four seismic network configurations for EDS:

- PSN15: Permanent Seismic Network of the year 2015
- TSN16: Temporary Seismic Network of the 2016 seismic
emergency (added to PSN15)

- PSN20: Permanent Seismic Network of the year 2020 (including
PSN15)

- ASN20: Accelerometric Seismic Network of the year 2020.

The PSN15 is the same network configuration implemented in
the real time PRESTo instance and contributed to validate EDS, to
estimate data latencies and test performance of the PRESTo
system in Festa et al. (2018). TSN16 was used to test the
response of the network with a significant increase of the
density of the PSN15 up to a station inter-distance of about
5 km in the epicentral area of the 2016–2017 seismic sequence.
PSN20 contributed to augment dataset of the EDS validation
comparing results with a playback instance of the PRESTo
software. The ASN20 helped to estimate the network response
if we consider only accelerometric components, corresponding to
a reduction of the network density, balanced by the certainty of
unclipped records. A list of the seismic stations belonging to each
network is inserted in Supplementary Table 2.

The EDS is also able to manage arbitrary virtual networks,
composed by scattered or equally spaced grid of stations to design
network response in uncovered areas.

Also for the sources, we can input a single seismic source or a
set of sources, scattered or equally spaced. The location of a single
source, for example, is useful to reproduce the response of the
seismic network in terms of TFA for an historical or a recent
significant event. Furthermore, for the same event, the EDS
returns LT relative to the main cities of the region. Extending
the principle to a grid of equally spaced sources, the EDS can map
the three output parameters (TFA, BZ, and LT) over the whole
region. This approach allows classifying areas characterized by
small or large TFA and BZ relative to the events’ epicenters. In
this work, for a first mapping of TFA and BZ, we choose a grid of

sources 5 km spaced at depth of 10 km. The LT was estimated for
all the selected cities (Table 1).

The number of triggered stations and the time interval for
association are the main parameters for the set of the binder, the
module that allows to declare an event. In the EDS, the binder
configuration emulates the “Binder” of PRESTo software
parameters (PRESTo, 2013). We adopt the setup used in the
real-time PRESTo instance for choosing the values of binder
parameters in the EDS (Table 2). The number of at least six
stations in coincidence (STA_CO) inside a time window of 3 s
(SEC_CO) is a good compromise between the heterogeneous
density of the seismic network and the requirement of a rapid
response of the system considered the distances of targets from
the sources. The SEC_AS parameter is set to 10 s, a value that
avoids the effect of the shift of a good location during grid search
in the playback PRESTo instance with respect to the results of the
real-time instance with SEC_AS � 15 s. The AVEL_MIN,
AVEL_MAX, VEL_SPA, VEL_DIST parameters design a cone
inside which the coincidence picks must fall.

A key factor to take into account for an EEWS is the data
latency due to the communication protocol (Satriano et al.,
2011a). The latency affects the alert times of the EEWS which
can only be activated when a good part of the data is available in
nearly true real-time. The seismic data of the stations in eastern
central Italy are transmitted by different types of transmission
vectors: TCP/IP, WiFi, GPRS/UMTS, and Satellite (SAT-LIBRA
and KA-SAT). At the time of the analysis, LTE routers were not
available. Starting from the PRESTo log files, the real latency data
for 86 seismic stations for the period 2015–2019 were collected.
The long time window of the analysis allowed in some cases to
assess the improved performance of the stations after the change
of the transmission protocol. An average value of the latency for
each type of transmission vectors was calculated by the geometric
mean to exclude outliers, that is, values significantly out of the

TABLE 2 | Configuration Parameters of the EDS binder.

Parameter Value Description

STA_CO (#) 6 Minimum number of triggered stations in the coincidence
SEC_CO (s) 3 Duration of the coincidence time window
SEC_AS (s) 10 Duration of the association window
AVEL_MIN (km/s) 3.85 Minimum apparent velocities of the coincidence picks
AVEL_MAX (km/s) 20 Maximum apparent velocities of the coincidence picks
VEL_SPA (km) 30 Distance to the first pick without apparent velocity checks
VEL_DIST (km) 120 Distance to the first pick beyond which picks are not associated

TABLE 3 | Transmission vector, mean and standard deviation of data latency, and
number of stations used for each type.

Transmission vector Latency (s) Number of. Stations

TCP/IP internet from remote stations 1.86 ± 0.15 4
TCP/IP internet from other data centers 2.25 ± 0.73 15
GSM router 2.75 ± 0.32 5
UMTS router 2.83 ± 0.96 19
WiFi backbone 2.07 ± 0.33 34
LIBRA SATELLITE system 5.90 ± 0.12 2
Ka-sat SATELLITE system 2.64 ± 0.12 7
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trend, referred to a malfunction of the station. The results of the
latency classification are listed in Table 3 with the average values
calculated and the number of stations used. Considering the main
transmission vectors used in the network of this study, it is
possible to make some considerations. As expected, the
stations with a satellite time division multiple access carrier
system (i.e., SAT-LIBRA) are those with the greatest latency
and are not good for EEW application in small areas, but in
our case few stations are equipped with this type of satellite
transmission. Instead, another satellite system (i.e., KA-SAT)
returns an average of 2.64 s, an acceptable value for EEW
applications. The TCP/IP, WiFi, and GSM/UMTS latencies
range between 1.86 and 2.83 s. The best value is for direct
connection TCP/IP from remote stations. TCP/IP connections
from other acquisition centers connected with a mixed copper-
fiber line return a slight worsening. The transmission by WiFi
backbone gives back a latency of 2.07 s, confirming suitable use
for EEW systems. The WiFi system is not a public system, but a
system dedicated to civil protection services, available thanks to
the Regione Marche authority through an agreement with INGV.
Each system used for data transmission (TCP/IP, WiFi, and
GSM/UMTS, Satellite) could suffer temporary blackout of the
communication lines. In case of a strong earthquake the
redundancy of the transmission lines used in the network
should reduce the risk of data blackout.

Besides transmission times, another important parameter for an
efficient EEWS is the computing time, defined as the difference
between the association time of the stations and the computed TFA.

During this time, in the real-time system, the location and
magnitude are estimated and the event is declared. The EDS does
not simulate the earthquake location process and the magnitude
estimate. So, the computing times inserted in our simulation are
extracted from a statistics of the real-time PRESTo instance. The

time difference between “QUAKE time” and “LINK time” was
calculated and compared on a dataset of 91 events (Supplementary
Table 3) detected in real-time by the PRESTo system and re-
simulated by EDS. The events, belonging to the INGV bulletin,
were selected fromAugust 2016 toMay 2020, withmagnitude 3.0≤
Mw ≤ 6.0. These events were detected by the system in real-time
for the same period in the study area. The calculation times, taken
from the system files in real-time, were distributed according to a
lognormal curve (Figure 3). The calculated values are mode equal
to 0.29 s, median equal to 0.42 s, and average 0.51 s. Following
these results, a value of 0.30 s was chosen as the average
computation time for the simulation.

4 EVENT DECLARATION SIMULATION
VALIDATION

The simulation procedure was validated comparing the first time
of the alerts (TFA) of the EDS with first “QUAKE time” of the
PRESTo instances. In the comparison with real time outputs of
the PRESTo system, the values of mean latencies belonging to
different transmission vectors are inserted in the EDS.
Differently, for the comparison with PRESTo playback
outputs, a zero latency was set in EDS. These two approaches
help to increase the reliability of the validation, excluding that
results are affected by a bad estimate of the latencies.

Figure 4 shows a detail of the processing of Mw 5.4 October
26, 2016 event and the comparison of arrival times relative to P
phases of the triggered stations, the TFA and the arrival of S
phases useful to calculate the LT at the target INGV_AN in the
city of Ancona (epicentral distance 88 km). The black marks
represent an operator review of the P phases at the triggered
stations and the S phase at the target station (cT0). The black

FIGURE 3 | Statistic of the computation time values.
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point represents the origin time of the located event, taken into
account for the EDS test. The red marks are relative to PRESTo
instances (cT1, cT3), while the blue marks are relative to EDS
(cT2, cT4, cT5).

The arrival times of operator reviewed P phases are lesser than
the PRESTo and EDS real time tests where the data latencies are
present. The reviewed arrival time is more similar for the tests in
playback where zero latency is setting up but a 1 s of P waveform
analysis remains.

The comparison of the TFA between PRESTo and EDS is very
good for the two approaches, that is, real-time (cT1 vs cT2) and
playback (cT3 vs cT4). The effect of the data latencies in the real
time case imply a delay of about 3 s of the TFA with respect to the
last P phase arrival time of the human reviewed case. This result is
coherent with the values of the mean latencies calculated for the
different transmission protocol ranging between 2 and 3 s inserted
in the test, and 1 s needed to process the P waveform. The playback
version of the test return a little early TFA respect to the last
reviewed P phase, both for PRESTo and EDS, but the difference is
small, 0.7 and 0.4 s respectively. Finally, the EDS allows to estimate
a theoretical TFA adding emergency temporary seismic stations,
active in epicentral area at the time of the earthquake, and stations
data latencies (cT5). The effect on TFA is about 1 s of the advance
respect the PRESTo real-time case (cT1), simply for the early
achievement of the station coincidence determined by an
augmented network density in the epicentral area. The values of
S phase arrival times of PRESTo and EDS are coherent thanks to
the same modeling of velocity volume used for travel time
computation. From the good simulation of the TFA and S
phase arrival at the target by EDS, a good estimate of the LT follows.

For a general validation of the TFA estimated with EDS, we
selected 20 seismic events with 3.0 ≤Mw ≤ 6.5, all elaborated also
by PRESTo playback instance and 16 events by real-time instance.
The selected events are scattered over the study area and over
time, with the aim to insert in these tests different and
unfavorable states of the network in terms of station inter-
distances. The events belong to a time window from August

24, 2016, to January 28, 2020, with the hypocentral depth between
6.8 and 33.3 km (Supplementary Table 4). The time window
includes some major events of the 2016 Central Italy sequence,
located in the southern sector of the region, while the other events
were chosen in order to perform tests in the northern part of the
region.

Table 4 summarizes the results of EDS estimates of TFA
compared with real-time and playback PRESTo instances
obtained by setting up the PSN15 configuration network.
Moreover, the playback configuration (zero latency) was used
to return a TFA mean difference, adding PSN16 emergency
temporary station data relative to 2016–2017 events and the
PSN20 network configuration for more recent events.

The TFA validation results return mean values lower than
1.0 s. The negative sign indicates an early TFA of the EDS,
ascribable to non-simulation of the recursive recalculation of
the location and magnitude that occurs in some real cases
(PRESTo system) with the arrival of new data. The results of
PSN15 real-time and playback cases (validation test 1 and 2) are
similar, confirming a reliable simulation for both data latencies
and station triggering, respectively. The last case (validation test
3) takes advantage of using 2016 temporary stations and latest
installed stations, therefore the network density augmented in a
part of analysis. The third test shows a better result, reducing the
mean and the uncertainty of TFA difference.

The success of the EDS validation tests allows to perform
simulations useful to quantify the EEW response of the actual
seismic networks operating in eastern central Italy and to
estimate the LT for the main cities in the region.

5 EVENT DECLARATION SIMULATION
APPLICATIONS, RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
The EDS was developed to evaluate the EEW response of INGV
seismic network in eastern central Italy in terms of TFA, BZ, and

FIGURE 4 | Comparison of arrival times relative to Mw 5.4 October 26, 2016 earthquake. Circles: Origin Time. Diamonds: P phase arrival times of the triggered
stations. Squares: TFA. Triangles: S phase arrival times at INGV_AN target in city of Ancona (88 km epicentral distance). cT0: arrival times of human event revision. cT1:
PRESTo real time instance with PSN15. cT2: EDS with real latency and with PSN15. cT3: PRESTo playback instance with PSN15 and TSN16. cT4: EDS with zero
latency and PSN15 + TSN16. cT5: EDS with real latency with PSN15 + TSN16.
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TABLE 4 | Results of the TFA comparison relative to real time and in playback PRESTo instances.

Validation test Network configuration PRESTo instance TFA diff (EDS-PRESTo)

1 PSN15 Real time −0.80 ± 1.15 s
2 PSN15 Playback −0.95 ± 1.43 s
3 PSN20 + TSN16 Playback −0.42 ± 0.72 s

TABLE 5 | Results of tests with single source and different network configurations.

Single source test Network configuration Time first alert (s) Blind
zone radius (km)

SST1 PSN15 8.7 26.5
SST2 PSN15 + TSN16 6.3 18.3
SST3 ASN20 9.8 31.4
SST4 VIRT5KM 6.9 20.5

FIGURE 5 | EDS of the EEW response relative to a single source. Yellow star: location of the Mw 6.0 August 24, 2016 earthquake. Gray circle: Blind Zone.
Pentagon: Targets. Legend: color map of the LT (s) linked to the targets. (A) SST1 test. Red triangles: PSN15 network. (B) SST2 test. Red triangles: PSN15 network;
green triangles: TSN16. (C) SST3 test. Purple triangles: ASN20. (D) SST4 test. Blue triangles: 5 km inter-distance virtual network.
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LD, but it is useful also to reproduce and design the feasibility of
the system in different or not yet monitored areas.

The first possible application allowed by EDS is the response of
a seismic network relative to one single seismic event with the aim
of assessing LT for a set of targets.

Considering the hypocentral location of the Mw 6.0 August 24,
2016, event, we have simulated the response of four network
configurations (Table 5), assessing the LT for the main cities of
the study area (Figure 5). During the analysis, the calculation of the
BZ is performed bymultiplying the TFA by the average Vs estimated
at the last station useful for coincidence. The TFA value is calculated
as the arrival time of the P wave at the last station, added to the
latency value and the estimated computing time of the system. Vs is
calculated as the product of mean Vp at the last station for
coincidence by the ratio Vs/Vp (De Luca et al., 2009, reported in
Supplementary Table 1). In the first test (SST1), we used the PSN15
seismic network, the existing network at the time of the event. The
second test (SST2) was performed inserting all stations of the TSN16,
simulating the presence of the whole emergency network. This
temporary seismic network was installed after the earthquake of
August 24, 2016. The third test (SST3) represents the unfavorable
case of a network consisting of only the current accelerometric
INGV stations (ASN20). The last test (SST4) is an example of the
design of a virtual arbitrary seismic network with the station inter-
distance of 5 km. The calculated mean latency was associated to the
PSN15 stations used for the latency statistics, a 2.75 s GSM/UMTS
mean latency was associated to the TSN16 stations, and the mean
latency was associated at new stations not present in PSN15,
depending on their transmission vector. The virtual network with
the inter-distance of 5 km was designed like a GSM/UMTS network
and a mean latency of 2.75 s was applied to all virtual stations.

The network response in terms of TFA varies in dependence of
the seismic station distribution and of network density around
the epicentral area (Figure 5). The addition of TSN16 to PSN15
around the seismic event causes a reduction of TFA from 8.7 to
6.3 s (gain of 2.4 s) and a reduction of the blind zone (BZ) radius
from 26.5 to 18.3 km (Table 5). In the third case, the sparse

distribution of the accelerometric stations around the epicentral
area causes a worsening of the network response with respect to
the other two tests and TFA and BZ jump to 9.8 s and 31.4 km
respectively. In the SST3 test, the MU_AP target has not safely
time for activate protection actions, being on the BZ border, and
MU_SB, MU_FX, and MU_TR targets have less than 10 s of LT
(Figure 5C and Table 6). The sample SST4 returns similar values
of the SST2 test (Table 5 and Table 6), strengthening the idea that
the EDS can represent a tool for design an improvement of the
EEWS starting from an existent seismic network or a new EEWS
imaging an entirely new network in uncovered areas.

The EDS is also a tool to map the TFA, BZ, and LT over the
territory. Indeed, it is possible to configure the procedure
including a set of sources, every combined with a TFA and a
BZ value. Moreover, it is possible to obtain LT linked to each
epicentral location referred to a single target.

The example to explain the use of EDS to mapping EEW
parameters is showed in Figure 6, where the PSN20 is applied. In
the left column, a set of locations referred to the main historical
seismic events of Mw ≥ 5.5 from 1269 to 2017 AD that hit the
region is presented (Figure 6A), extracted from CPTI15 catalog
(Rovida et al., 2021). In the right column, a grid of sources with
inter-distance of 5 km, depth of 10 km and covering the whole
region is depicted (Figure 6B). The example of historical events
answers the question of which TFA and BZ would occur with the
actual seismic network if seismic events repeat in the same
locations. Each historical epicentral location is mapped in
terms of TFA and BZ (Figures 6C, E). Smaller TFA (red
points) are mapped where the network is denser in inland
areas at the center of the network. For southern inland events
and coastal events (yellow dots), the EEWS provides less
protection which is significantly reduced for northern events
(green dots) where TFA greater than 10 s results in BZ with a
radius greater than 30 km.

The same principle can be extended to the whole territory,
mapping TFA (Figure 6D), and BZ (Figure 6F) with the grid of
sources. The map of the TFA depicts the edges of the areas within
which, if a seismic event occurs, the EEWS responds with a TFA
threshold. In particular, for the eastern part of central Italy, with
the actual INGV network, an EEWS could produce TFA less than
7.5 s for a large inland area that includes part of the most active
seismic zones. Around the Adriatic coast, the seismic network is
less dense and an earthquake that occurs off-shore is out of the
network. Therefore, the coastal and off-shore TFAs are shorter
than those in the inland zones. Besides, the elongated distribution
of the seismic stations next to the coast could cause bad locations
and estimate of the magnitude by the EEWS, worsening even
more the protection provided by the alarm. Also, the northern
part of the region is lacking stations and the resulting TFA are
similar to the off-shore values. For the largest part of the region, a
BZ ranging between 20 and 30 km from the epicenter would not
be protected by a warning. The BZ radius increases up to over
30–40 km for the off-shore locations and the EEW system could
not produce a TFA for coastal cities. To overcome this problem,
offshore seismometers would be extremely useful.

The EDS allows exporting results of the TFA values to map LT
referred to a single target. The LT map helps to link places of

TABLE 6 | Results of LT for selected targets. Target: city code. Place: extended
name of cities. LT: Values of LT in seconds referred to the test in Table 4.

Target LT (s)

SST1 SST2 SST3 SST4

MU_AP 2.2 4.6 1.2 4.0
MU_TR 7.4 9.8 6.4 9.2
MU_FX 7.9 10.3 6.8 9.7
MU_SB 10.1 12.5 9.0 11.8
MU_FM 11.6 14.0 10.5 13.4
MU_MC 12.9 15.3 11.9 14.7
MU_FB 14.8 17.2 13.7 16.5
MU_CM 15.7 18.1 14.6 17.4
MU_PG 17.0 19.4 16.0 18.8
MU_JE 19.5 21.9 18.5 21.3
INGV_AN 22.7 25.1 21.6 24.5
MU_AN 23.3 25.7 22.2 25.0
MU_SN 25.6 28.0 24.6 27.4
MU_UB 29.0 31.4 27.9 30.7
MU_PS 32.6 35.0 31.5 34.4
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hypothetical epicenters and the time available for safety actions at
the target. For example, the map in Figure 7 shows the LT
available for the city of Fabriano (in particular for the location of
the city Hall, MU_FB target). The color map shows the values of

LT in equally spaced sources, located at 10 km depth. The black
dots limit the epicenters for which the city of Fabriano falls in the
BZ. Indeed, in this zone the LT is negative (≤0 s). The area
marked with red dots corresponds to a 0 s < LT ≤ 5 s where an

FIGURE 6 | TFA and BZ mapping. (A): historical events from CPTI15 v3.0 Mw ≥ 5.5 from1269 to 2017 AD, depth 10 km before 1997. (B): virtual grid of sources
distant of 5 km and depth of 10 km. (C): mapping of TFA with historical events. (D): mapping of TFA with virtual grid. (E): mapping of BZ with historical events. (F):
mapping of BZ with virtual grid.
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alarm could be provided but security actions are unlikely. In the
orange area (5 s < LT ≤ 10 s) triggering automatic actions would
be possible (Cauzzi et al., 2016). Besides the orange area (LT >
10 s), trained people can take precautionary and protective
actions (Fujinawa and Noda, 2013) and the probability of a
successful alert increases significantly (Becker et al., 2020b).

This argument makes sense in particular for those earthquakes
that could damage the target. Therefore, the destructive
earthquakes for the city of Fabriano, extracted from CPTI15
catalog (Rovida et al., 2021), overlap the LT map in Figure 7.
Clearly, most of the events fall in black and red areas, since the
MU_FB target is placed close to the inland active seismic zone
(Figure 1) and the EEWS would be almost useless. However,
some historical events that caused damages with a macroseismic
intensity from five to six to 7, fall in the orange area where
automatic actions are possible. For the southernmost event (Mw
6.5 on October 30, 2016), an EEWS could have provided an alert
10 s before the arrival of the first S seismic waves to the city of
Fabriano, a good LT to take several safety actions.

6 CONCLUSION

The feasibility of an EEWS derives from the design of a seismic
network with respect to the seismic sources located within or
around it. EEWSs are today an effective contribution to the

problem of seismic risk mitigation, but few countries have
operational systems (Satriano et al., 2011b). Implementation of
EEWSs in Italy is a challenge. Italy is an elongated peninsula, with
its central part crossed by a mountain chain that is seismically
active and runs very close to urbanized areas. Therefore, the
simulations of seismic networks contribute in the field of
territorial safety by identifying the time in which some types
of protection actions could be activated.

In this work, we have developed a simulation procedure
(EDS), useful to estimate the feasibility of an EEWS and
showed some applications in eastern central Italy, where
INGV manages a dense seismic network. A validation process
was performed by comparing results of simulations with real-
time and playback instances of the EEW PRESTo system
implemented in the same region (Festa et al., 2018).

EDS is a tool to simulate different seismic network responses
reproducing the physical contest of a specific historical or recent
earthquake; moreover, EDS is a tool to map EEW parameters
(TFA, BZ, and LT) to classify the whole territory in terms of areas
where it is possible to activate safety actions. With EDS, it is
possible to model real seismic networks inserting actual or
theoretical data latencies due to different transmission vectors
and to design new seismic networks in uncovered areas.

As expected, the results of the EDS application in eastern
central Italy highlights short, but still useful, alert times for
innermost land and coastal areas overlooking the active

FIGURE 7 | LT mapping for city of Fabriano and historical destructive earthquake. Blue pentagon: place of city of Fabriano (MU_FB target). Colored circles: values
of LT in seconds. Squares: CPTI15 v3.0 historical earthquakes and macroseismic intensity (DBMI15 v3.0, Locati et al., 2021) estimated for the city of Fabriano.
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seismic zones. However, we have shown that most of the
currently used transmission vectors have latencies between 2
and 3 s, an acceptable value for seismic early warnings. The
quantitative estimate of TFA, BZ, and LT supplies useful
information to project an improvement of the EEWS with the
aim to reduce as much as possible the TFA. Modern approaches
include the use of low-cost sensors for a greater diffusion of the
seismic monitoring throughout the territory, and the
development of networks oriented toward smart cities using
fast protocols and connectivity (Ladina et al., 2016; Pierleoni
et al., 2018; D’Alessandro et al., 2019). In the area of the 2016
Central Italy sequence, we have estimated a gain of about 2.5 s of
LT, adding the 2016 emergency temporary stations (station inter-
distance about 5 km) over the permanent network, with a data
latency similar to GPRS connections. The result was repeated
setting a virtual network in a station grid with a constant inter-
distance of 5 km and a mean data latency of 2.6 s to demonstrate
the ability to project an EEWS in uncovered areas and to obtain
realistic times of the first alert.

Although the Italian territory is mostly characterized by
seismic sources next to urbanized areas, the lead times
calculated with EDS procedure encourage the opportunity of
implementing an EEWS for several interesting targets. Simulating
historical events, a LT between 5 and 10 s was reproduced for
some of these targets. We conclude that automatic safety actions,
situational awareness and a more rapid response by well-trained
people are a realistic goal in eastern central Italy.

We are aware that the study presented here has some
limitations, first of all the system performance is evaluated
analyzing mainly the rapidity of an EWS, whereas no
evaluation assessment is made on the reliability of the
earthquake impact prediction. This implies that the evaluation
of the shaking could be inaccurate or even lead to false or missed
alerts. However, the goal of our analysis was to determine whether
an EWS could be a viable solution to reduce seismic exposure in
certain regions of Italy, and in which conditions (network
geometry, transmission times, etc.). Our results are
encouraging provided that some technological issues are
considered and that people’s awareness of seismic risk is
increased. Further studies will be dedicated to a more
thorough assessment of EWS.

The development of a widespread monitoring infrastructure
near the main seismic sources, the massive training of citizens,

and the collaboration with civil protection authorities could
improve the scenarios simulated in this work, making an
EEWS really effective in protecting people from the harmful
effects of earthquakes in Italy.
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